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3Fall Dance Company is a non-profit 
company that has been running 

successfully for over ten years.

The  company is made up of 23 dynamic 
final year dancers from the University 
of Chichester, all studying a BA Dance 

Performance Degree.

The company operates with 
dancers taking secondary roles as 
administrators and technicians to make 
a self-sufficient touring company. The 
2020 tour is excited to be presenting 
new works from leading contemporary 

dance choreographers:
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Carrie Whitaker  
Choreographer for Tracker     
  
Carrie completed her BA and MA degree in dance from the 
University of Chichester. She was a member of Hampshire 
Youth Dance Company and is now the rehearsal director.
She is currently teaching contact improvisation as well as teaching within the 
Performing Arts and Music departments. As a freelance practitioner, Carrie’s 
teaching experience incorporates many community strands from ‘dance for 
all’ schemes, to commissioned choreographic projects for established youth 
companies and educational institutes. She is a founding member of  Lîla 
Dance and has been involved with all pieces in the repertory.

Marisa Zanotti 
Choreographer for A lover’s discourse in Bognor  
   
  Marisa Zanotti’s practice spans filmmaking, choreography, 
new media and installation. She was originally a dancer 
with The Cholmondeleys and also worked with  Anders 
Christiansen, Laurie Booth and Wendy Houston. Over 25 
years she has consistently explored new technologies and the body through 
the development of analogue and digital formats. She is a specialist in adapting 
and directing dance for the screen and has adapted full length works by Lea 
Anderson and Ben Wright. She also created the UK’s first choreographic Web 
App for phones and tablets with Wright, and the Transmedia work The Pan’s 
People Papers with Anderson. In 2017 Marisa directed the VR project We 
are all made of stars,  her most recent work Entangled was an animation 
for live string quartet by composer Matthew Whiteside commissioned by the 
Belfast Science Festival. This earned the Lightmoves award for Innovative 
Use of Sound. Until 2019 Marisa was a Reader in Choreography and Digital 
Technologies at University of Chichester. She is currently working with digital 
media agency Cogapp developing an adaptation of Giselle that works across 
live and spaces and digital platforms. 

Amy Morvell
Choreographer for 7 Minutes of Mind Mischief
 
Amy Morvell is a contemporary dance artist based in 
the South of England and is an Associate Artist of The 
Point, Eastleigh. In 2017 Amy set up her company 
Morvell Dance with support from Lîla Dance. As part of 
the company’s apprentice scheme, Lîla Dance supported Amy to successfully 
receive Arts Council Funding to create her new work Turtle Dove. The 
work has since been toured to theatre venues across the south of England 
and internationally to Abundance International Dance Festival -Sweden. 
Amy’s work is often inspired by the stories of others and how 
these stories shape their experiences of living, loving and aging. 
Alongside dancing in her own work, Amy also dances professionally 
for companies; Lîla Dance in The Hotel Experience, Ella&co (Ella Fleetwood) 
in #NoFilter, Wessex Company in PRANA (Laila Delalio & Hannah Martin-
Reilly) & Katie Dale Everett Dance’s Empa.

Kay Crook
Choreographer for Phoenix (a rework of the 2015 
work Khaos)      
 
Kay Crook is a freelance dance artist and Artistic Director 
of Chhaya Collective, a contemporary dance company 
working between UK and India since 2013. Kay has 
choreographed productions for Chhaya, including ‘Antara’, ’Falling Light’, and 
current touring productions, ‘HYMNOS’ and ‘KHAOS’, an all-female ensemble 
work and outreach programme promoting women’s empowerment, featuring 
six female dancers and three live musicians. Kay has hosted projects in India, 
Portugal, Cyprus and Germany, in collaboration with international artists Ajeesh 
Balakrishnan, Rakesh Sukesh and Nakula Somana. Kay is also a member 
of the Heather Walrond Company, performing ‘The Rising’ nationally and 
internationally, touring 2015 - 2019.

Choreographers

Celebrating female contemporary choreographers
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Tracker
Choreographed by Carrie Whitaker

Music by: Dougie Evans

And Begin... There is a space and a seed of thought, a seed of thought that 
gathers momentum and rushes forward to become the dance.  Relationships 
emerging and decay within the fast paced, shifting landscape, sometimes with 
caution, sometimes with urgency, but always with a sense of discovery. Tension 
is broken by an invitation to move with or against the group, as dancers shift 
through a spectrum of dynamic intensities, tuning into the ever-changing energy 

and drive of each encounter. 

www.liladance.co.uk/

7 Minutes of Mind Mischief
Choreographed by Amy Morvell

Music by: Donald Byrd - ‘Miss Kane’

To overthink: To think about (something) too much or for too long. A fast pace 
work that looks at the way our mind can create many imagined responses and 

extreme conclusions to a single thought 

www.amymorvelldance.com

 

Phoenix 
Choreographed by Kay Crook

Music by: Cameron Murray Crook (Chhaya Collective)
- ‘KHAOS’ (live recording)  

‘I hope you will go out and let stories, that is life, happen to you ...water them 
with your blood and tears… till you yourself burst into bloom.’  Clarissa Pinkola 
Estés, ‘Women Who Run With the Wolves’ . ‘Phoenix’ celebrates what it is to 
be human, breaking through the boundaries and binaries of modern society to 
unleash the raw power that lies dormant in us all. We reject order in favour of 
chaos, fear in favour of joy.  Not neat, nor calm, nor perfect, but wild, powerful 
and vibrantly alive. Inspired by Chhaya Collective’s current production ‘KHAOS’ 

www.chhayacollective.com 

A Lover’s Discourse in Bognor 
Choreographed by Marisa Zanotti

Music by: Mendelssohn  - A Midsummer Night’s Dream
 Michael Gordon - Timber (remix by Squarepusher)

Alice Boman - Waiting
 Angel Olsen - New Love Cassette 

A Lover’s Discourse In Bognor is based on a hitherto lost document  proving  
that Roland Barthes wrote his book  ‘A Lover’s Discourse in Fragments’ having 
spent a single heady night in Bognor.  Barthes found himself on a night out at 
Sheik’s nightclub where he eavesdropped on conversations, lurked on social 
media and picked up the gestural language which he used as a  shorthand  
This language he went on to translate and the resulting texts would become 
the basis his seminal work where he meditates on the pain and joy of love.  We 

have reconstruct that dreamy night in a fantasy ballet.

www.marisazanotti.net

Performance
Programme
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W O R K S H O P S
3Fall Dance Company offer a range of workshops in addition to 
performances. Led by company members, our workshops can 
be tailored to suit a variety of abilities and age ranges. Working 
with company members gives participants an understanding 
of the technical and creative processes involved in the making 
of our Spring Tour. Workshops are designed to challenge, 
inspire and educate, but most importantly to be a valuable and 
enjoyable experience. Workshops will be led by 3-5 members 
of 3Fall Dance Company who undertake the Teaching Dance 
Technique module. Ideal capacity for workshops is 25 students.

Workshop A: Technique
A structured class in contemporary technique. Styles can range from 
release technique to a more core-orientated style. This workshop will 

inform awareness and physicality.
Workshop B: Contact Improvisation and Choreography

This will involve working innovatively through various modes of 
contact improvisation in order to inform choreographic practice, 

improving and developing creative skills.
Workshop C: Repertory

A physical exploration of current touring repertoire. The workshop will 
incorporate a variety of movement from all five proffesional pieces, 
providing participants a deeper understanding of how to utilise and 

develop performance skills.

3Fall Dance company   
working with 3Fall Youth
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Packages:

Performance £380

Half Day 
Workshop & Performance 
£525

Full Day 
Workshop & Performance 
£575 

Workshops:

90 minutes £125
Half Day (2.5 hours) £175  
Full Day (5 hours) £300   
 

Residency: Please contact for further details
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Address
3Fall Dance Company

University of Chichester
College Lane
West Sussex

PO19 6PE

For information and
bookings please contact the 
3fall administration team.

Email
chichester3fall2020@outlook.com

Website
www.3falldancecompany.co.uk
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